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To users of our inverters : Our inverters are designed to control the speeds of three-phase induction motors for general industry.

For further information, please contact your nearest Toshiba Representative or International Operations-Producer Goods.
The information in this brochure is subject to change without notice. 

* Read the instruction manual before installing or operating the inverter unit and store it in a safe place for reference.
* When using our inverters for equipment such as nuclear power control, aviation and space flight control, traffic, and safety, and there 

is a risk that any failure or malfunction of the inverter could directly endanger human life or cause injury, please contact our 
headquarters, branch, or office printed on the front and back covers of this catalogue. Special precautions must be taken and such 
applications must be studied carefully.  

* When using our inverters for critical equipment, even though the inverters are manufactured under strict quality control always fit 
your equipment with safety devices to prevent serious accident or loss should the inverter fail (such as issuing an inverter failure  
signal). 

* Do not use our inverters for any load other than three-phase induction motors.
* None of Toshiba, its subsidiaries, affiliates or agents, shall be liable for any physical damages, including, without limitation, 

malfunction, anomaly, breakdown or any other problem that may occur to any apparatus in which the Toshiba inverter is incorporated 
or to any equipment that is used in combination with the Toshiba inverter. Nor shall Toshiba, its subsidiaries, affiliates or agents be 
liable for any compensatory damages resulting from such utilization, including compensation for special, indirect, incidental, 
consequential, punitive or exemplary damages, or for loss of profit, income or data, even if the user has been advised or apprised of 
the likelihood of the occurrence of such loss or damages.

Precautions！ 
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